
 

Kaspersky Internet Security Key Secure your digital life with Kaspersky Internet Security. Effortlessly manage all of your online activities without worrying about malicious threats or hackers getting in the way, thanks to integrated protection for you and all of your devices. Whether you’re at home or on the go, no matter what device makes it easiest for you to get online, Kaspersky keeps you safe
while staying out of your way. Protecting more than 200 million people worldwide, Kaspersky continuously offers the best security solutions across our range of products - from antivirus to parental control. Features of the software include: - Antivirus - Antispam- Firewall- Parental Control- Privilege Control (identity management)- Dangerous Site Protection (web reputation monitoring)- Online
Backup (local and secure online backup)- Virtual Keyboard (automatically appears when you enter web passwords)- Secure Online Payment Protection (prevents unauthorised payments on your web accounts)- Safe Browsing for Facebook, Twitter, eBay etc.- Automatically scans downloaded files inside or outside of your PC

Not one to promote piracy, Kaspersky has accused the Pirate Bay website of distributing some of its products illegally. Kaspersky’s combination of antivirus and anti-spyware products were used by Edward Snowden when he worked for the National Security Agency (NSA). The Kapersky Lab used to be a 'Limited Partner' of the NSA's 'NSANet', but when Kapersky discovered governmental access to
their product source code, they took immediate steps to discontinue their involvement with NSANet and ended all cooperation with it.

Kaspery recently announced plans for a "multi-faceted response" to Microsoft's Windows 10 review period, including a PDF-based security upgrade that allows organizations manage PCs running Windows 10 without logging in; this includes laptops, tablets and desktops. In addition to this, Kessler announced a "competitive analysis of Microsoft's upcoming Windows 10 security features," including a
comparison of install methods, readiness for zero-day exploits and more. The company sent a note to its customers on their support website warning them of the risks Windows 10 posed if they had not configured their machines previously. The software giant has been lambasted by cyber-security groups and their customers for its plan to provide enterprises with preinstalled Windows 10 Enterprise
system on hard drives. The company's move comes after an open letter from members of the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) was issued, warning organizations about the dangers of running Windows 10 over PKI and how it could fall prey to hackers. The DHS said to the business community: "Your organization is strongly encouraged to join the Windows Insider program and try out the
Windows 10 Enterprise edition for free". In July 2015, several antivirus software makers, including Kaspersky Lab, were banned from taking part in a US military deal because of concerns about their products' ties to the Russian government. In November 2015, it was reported that Kaspersky had been banned from US government computers due to concerns regarding ties with Russian intelligence
services. It has been reported by multiple sources that this ban will extend beyond classified computer networks being used by intelligence agencies and also include computers on military networks. The ban extends beyond classified systems being used by intelligence agencies and also encompasses military computer networks.
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